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Majora s mask randomizer reddit

youtube.com/watch?... Since Magora's façade is much less linear, I think it would be perfect for randomness. We need a website much like OoTR. It will breathe life back into the community of the game as a whole. I've hit the wall. I can't advance anymore. I've tried everything I can think of. It's a sad day:( I feel really bad for not posting a video for ages, but
I'm in such angry pain that trying to be funny or worth watching seems like an impossible right now. I hope to get back to the recording soon and the only reason I'm posting it here is that you guys make the majority of my thoughts on youtube and I don't want to lose my subs. Im going to post a link to my Majora Mask Randomizer playlist so please, if you
haven't already given it a look. Thank you very much and happy New Year! Magora's Mask Randomizer: So as some of you may have seen my last post, of which I just want to thank you one of you for your support, I really appreciate it. The good news is that I'm managing to get my pain under control and hopefully will be recording at some point this week.
I've missed doing it because it was a good source of enjoyment for me. There may be some people who are wondering why I'm posting this like a big announcement to the world?! Well it also has me to gear up! I hope you can swing by all my channels (the same name as the username) and ignore my first ever video. Thank you all. Page 2 7 comments I was
thinking about rethinking the N64 version of Majora Mask when I heard of Majora's mask random. I'm checking youtube videos and blog posts on this and I've downloaded the latest version, but I can't find any instructions about installing it. I've never compromised files or anything like that before, so I'm completely lost. Does anyone have any experience with
this they could share? EDIT: I figured it out! I was using epicioshi's unfinished randomizer instead of the deathbasket. Sorry for the confusion and thank you for/you. youtu.be/Pkkk6n... I'm trying to find a Majora mask randomizer and am no luck. I read about one created by Death Basket where it's random by your name but can't find it and one created by
epicYoshi64 says it doesn't work on GitHub (unless that part has been updated) any help would be greatly appreciated. Page 2 4 comments
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